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Having now completed my Master’s Thesis, and my graduate coursework at Kennesaw 
State University, I am thankful for the assistance of those who pointed me in the right direction, 
and offered aid when it was most needed. The nomination of the Warden’s Residence at McNeil 
Island, Washington would have been much more shallow, and topically documented, if not for 
the timely aid of Dick Morgan, Eric Heinitz, Tim Taylor, and Michael Houser. Also the details 
of the interior owe much to the contributions of former residents Julie Putnam, and Eldon Vail. 
Likewise, the final product would not have fulfilled the many varied, multi-disciplinary 
requirements, elemental to a National Register of Historic Places nomination, without the critical 
guidance of my advisors, Dr. Jennifer Dickey, and Dr. Catherine Lewis. Moreover, my thesis 
would not have come to completion without the generous sharing of web, drawing, and mapping 
skills, by Stephen Black, Colleen Frakes, Gary Hicker, Cory Holien, and Rick Meyer. Last but 
not least, the contributions of personal experiences by fellow McNeil Islanders, such as 
Charmaine Hawke and John Swingen, and also of the formerly incarcerated who bemoaned the 
closing of the prison honor camp which facilitated their constructive return to society. The 
naming of all those who offered up their personal anecdotes reinforcing the uniqueness of 
McNeil, are too many to mention; but their generosity in sharing is appreciated, and as they 
intended, beneficial to McNeil. 
When choosing my master’s project, I did not realize what a huge undertaking it would 
turn out to be. Greatly exceeding generic methodologies of typical history based American 
Studies’ scholarly research, and instead fully connecting into internet web page, social media, 
topographical mapping, and most interestingly, into social political networking. In attempts to 
gain access and spread the word of the Warden’s Residence’s, and McNeil’s eminent demise 





with many willing participants. This stage of my project is ongoing and will be for years, as the 
entire island will have sites nominated to the National Register of Historic Places with the larger 
ideal of creating mini-districts which might eventually lead to the whole island being designated 
as a Historic District. Therefore, as part of this thesis I started a website, www.mcneilisland.net, 
which provides a direct link to the Warden’s Residence nomination. There is also a link to an 
interactive map on the historypin.org site I created, along with links to other social media venues 
about McNeil Island, and it’s Historical Society. Again, these sites are part of the larger ongoing 
effort to preserve and repurpose McNeil Island, and its existing historic structures. 
As such, the purpose of this Master’s thesis project is nominating the Warden’s 
Residence of the former Penitentiary at McNeil Island, Washington, to the National Register of 
Historic Places. The Warden’s House is a superb 1932 French Renaissance Eclectic design. The 
rationale behind nominating the Warden’s Residence is that it embodies distinctive 
characteristics of a method of construction, convict labor, and represents the work of a master 
architect, George Gove of the prominent northwest architectural firm, “Heath, Gove, & Bell.” 
The firm, specifically Gove, also designed the National Register of Historic Places’ sites of the 
Tacoma Mausoleum, Paradise Lodge at Mt. Rainier, and Stadium and Lincoln High Schools in 
Tacoma. As the creation of George Gove, the communicating architect for McNeil Island 
Penitentiary, the Warden’s residence possesses high artistic values and is a significant and 
distinguishable entity. Additionally, the Warden’s Residence, as the most prominent residence on 
the last United States Federal Island Prison only accessible by air or water, is associated with 
events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. As such, the 





nomination of the Warden’s Residence, also known as residence #505, or the Warden’s House, 
to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
This Capstone project supporting nomination of the Warden’s House to the NRHP 
followed a dedicated agenda designed for enabling a successful nomination. The components of 
the project are:  
1) Research utilizing American Studies methodology, and primary archival documents, 
such as newspaper clippings, meeting minutes, newsletters, site photographs from the era, 
blueprints, architectural sketches, and interviews with former residents of the Warden’s House. 
2) Secondary sources, such as books about prisons, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
System (BOP), memoirs of former McNeil Island inhabitants, and accounts of Depression era 
politics, all of which establish the importance of McNeil Island Penitentiary in the BOP and of 
residence #505 within the McNeil Island prison community. 
3) Research was recently carried out at the Washington State Department of Corrections, 
which houses thousands of primary documents from McNeil Island, that are as yet uncatalogued, 
and not in State or National Archives. Also rare relevant items, held in private and special 
collections containing primary documents from the era, were accessed. With such unadulterated 
sources at my disposal, I compiled supporting documentation that situates McNeil Island 
Penitentiary in its historic context as an original member of the Three Prisons Act of 1891. In 
fact it was considered the first by BOP directors, owing to its age and advanced inmate education 
programing system. Furthermore, once a plethora of research documentation was gathered I 





informing my drafting, revisions, and production of the elements of the Warden’s House 
nomination project. 
The Research phase was completed by the end of August. Then I filled in the blanks on 
the NRHP forms, wrote reams of descriptive narrative enabled by my American Studies training 
in both English, and historic documentation, and made plans and corrections for submitting 
them, along with the required narrative documentation to my advisors, and to Michael Houser, 
the Washington State Architectural Historian, for suggestions on revisions. The required 
photographs, maps, site plans, architectural drawings, and photos were submitted in November 
for approval, and any suggested edits made, will be implemented, as this project will follow the 
timeline supplied by the Washington State Department of Archeology and Historic Preservation 
for admission to the NRHP approval process before the State Historic Preservation Officer, 
Allyson Brooks, and upon her validation, the nomination will be finalized and submitted before 
the NRHP review board by the end of December.  
As part of the required research, beyond documenting and providing persuasive narrative 
content, I must submit a topographic quad map of McNeil Island. The mapping coordinates, 
resizing, labeling, and copying and pasting, greatly stretched my skill set. At that point I was 
very glad for the multi-disciplinary and critical thinking skills aspects of American Studies. 
Without the solid foundation in theory and methodology that I received in American Studies, I 
would never have been able to successfully complete such a challenging undertaking. Having 
done the research, writing, and mapping necessary for the Warden’s Residence National Register 





As part of the necessary steps within the nomination process, a page on the McNeil Island 
Historical Society (MIHS) website I had created, promotes the nomination of the Warden’s 
Residence to the National Register of Historic Places, and also the preservation of all the 
resources on McNeil. Since the beginning of my studies at Kennesaw, I have been engaged in 
community scholarship, by actively promoting the preservation of McNeil Island. The Warden’s 
Residence nomination, and the MIHS website are tools within a growing arsenal of social media 
networking arguing for the reinstatement of the existing facilities at McNeil is some therapeutic 
form beneficial to its inhabitants and to the state, as was always the case at McNeil Island.  
In pursuit of the goal of constructive use of McNeil, and in fulfilling nomination 
requirements, I will be contacting the General Services Administration representative for McNeil 
Island, requesting his support for the nomination, and for preservation of the existing structures 
on the island. Maintaining a basic state of preservation of the extant building may facilitate and 
be beneficial to a plethora of potential future activities on McNeil. Keeping the island in a basic 
state of maintenance will greatly enable any potential future use. As such, flyers advertising the 
importance of McNeil Island, and the Warden’s Residence nomination, have been created, and 
will be posted at key locations by volunteers. This will notify attendees of public meetings in 
support of the Warden’s Residence nomination. Advertising of the nomination on the website 
also will do the same, and I will be soliciting letters of support, which I’ve already drafted, to 
local community historical societies and museum associations. The letters will be sent to Dr. 
Allyson Brooks, the State Historic Preservation Officer at WDAHP. Beyond securing her 
endorsement of the nomination, a posting in the local Patch, and News Tribune newspapers will 





Furthermore, a PowerPoint of the Warden’s Residence nomination was also designed for 
the nomination, along with an interactive site map at the McNeil Island Historical Society’s 
HistoryPin.org site, which I also created. All the technological data items were new to me, and I 
can only thank American Studies scholarship, the need to succeed, and the aforementioned kind 
people who aided me when asked, for my acquiring the necessary skills for completing the 
nomination requirements. 
Finally, one of the best outcomes of the Warden’s Residence nomination has been the 
involvement of so many different people, tied to McNeil by various eras and contacts, all 
connecting together for the greater good of the island. In the process of discovering what made 
the Warden’s Residence special and McNeil so unique, I discovered it was the openness of the 
landscape, which enhanced openness of the human spirit, and therefore a willingness to connect 
and do for the greater good. The Twitter feed that I set up and run, tweets about prisoner 
education, rehabilitation, and alternatives to incarceration, because ultimately McNeil was about 
redemption of the human beings, and their successful return to larger society. It has gained an 
interesting band of followers from both sides of the corrections industry fence, and that can be 
very useful in establishing best case commonalities for utilizing McNeil, and also for 
reinvigorating the discourse among Criminal Justice professionals, and Department of Health 
and Human Services (DSHS) administrators, on possible courses of reenergizing open format 
rehabilitation and alternative sentencing housing, facilities, and programming, such as could be 
re-implemented at McNeil.  
Thus, in acquiring the necessary backstory for the nomination, of what made McNeil 
function so well, I learned about Corrections, Criminal justice, penology and the various ways it 





common sense that an engaged individual participating in educational work study programs is 
much happier, and serving more constructive time, than someone locked in a cell, worrying and 
obsessing about safety and security while having too much time on their hands. As I learned 
while participating in my various corrections social media groups, study after study supports the 
dangers of solitary confinement and non-parole determinate sentencing. Fortunately, as the penal 
pendulum swings, another era of restorative penology seems to be on its way, thus affording a 
chance to return McNeil to its stellar place in the pantheon of rehabilitation prisons, or to be a 
leading example of alternative sentencing. The repurposing of McNeil Island’s vast resources as 
a place for constructive rehabilitation, and education would definitely be a step in the right 
direction for prisons, and the state of Washington. Hopefully the nomination of the Warden’s 
Residence will be just the spark that is needed to ignite a chain reaction encircling the island with 
positive possibilities and outcomes. 
Finally, in support of this essay reflecting upon all the work required in preparing the 
Warden’s Residence nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, I annotated some of 
the important, and more obscure sources that were discovered, and utilized in my nomination of 













"100 N.W. Architects Honor Geo. Gove." Tacoma News Tribune, April 12, 1949. This archived 
newspaper article illustrates the regard that George Gove was held in by his peers, during 
his lifetime. Written seven years prior to his death it clearly shows that his fellow architects 
held him in high esteem and that he was recognized as a master architect. Very useful for 
establishing the prominence of both George Gove, and the firm of Heath, Gove, & Bell, in 
the northwest. 
"Archives: McNeil Island." Textural and Photographic Records, National Archives Record 
Administration, Seattle, WA. RG 129. Excellent resource for Warden’s Residence data 
from 1932 and more. There are three really good photos specifically of the Warden’s house 
and other more general photographs that flesh out the involvement of the architectural firm 
Heath, Gove, & Bell during the era of relevance. Some items are mislabeled or not well 
identified and I intend to work with NARA staff at Seattle Archives as they have already 
asked for my assistance in identifying the old buildings sites.  
“Bars On The Sound: The History of McNeil Island,” Soundings, Personnel and Training Office, 
USP: McNeil Island, 1964. This is essentially the inmates printed synopsis of all the history 
put forth by the Island Lanterns over the years, and of the staff historian, Jack Henderson, 
who researched deeds, documents and photographs to reclaim the early history of McNeil 
Island pioneer settlement to Territorial Jail, Federal Prison System, first prison, and Federal 
Bureau of Prisons,  Penitentiary. 
“Convicts Honor Retired Warden,” The Scranton Republican, Scranton, PA: August, 3, 1934. 
The title tells the tale. That those in his carceral care honored him in public writings, past 
the point of his having control over their lives, speaks volumes about the positive impact 
Finch Archer had on the incarcerated as Warden of McNeil Island Penitentiary. That even in 
retirement, he was considered such a benefactor and role model of rehabilitation 
methodology for the newly formed Bureau of Prisons, that he was still being held up as a 
paradigm for influencing BOP policy in the area of prisoner education, vocations and 
rehabilitation. Very inspiring for other wardens to see, and to aspire to. 
"Death Claims Noted Architect." Tacoma News Tribune, Sept. 1, 1956. This primary source, 
although of later than the specific time period of 1932, verifies the importance of George 
Gove as an architect, as he was actually recognized as a Master during his lifetime. This is 
very beneficial for getting approval of the Warden’s Residence nomination to the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP)  
"Finch Archer Retires." Tacoma News Tribune, Aug. 5, 1934, 1934. Great primary article of the 





residence was built, carried. Helpful for establishing his significance, and that of his 
Warden’s Residence. 
"Finch R. Archer Paid High Tribute: Given Credit by Prisoners for Fine System at Island." 
Tacoma News Tribune, Aug. 2, 1934.  This is another excellent primary document from the 
era that clearly demonstrates not only the importance of the man, but more importantly, the 
esteem in which he was held by those whose lives he held sway over. That the prisoners 
appreciated his work ethics confirms the compassionate character of Finch Archer, and 
beyond professional ability, nothing is more important in the prison system. To my mind, it 
shows why such an imposing residence (for Depression era America) was constructed 
specifically by design for Warden Archer, with full knowledge that it would benefit those 
who would follow in his stead as Warden at McNeil Island Penitentiary. 
“Good Record of Albert Johnson: Many Bills of Interest To Southwest Washington Are Passed.” 
The Chehalis Bee-Nugget, Chehalis, Washington, June 15, 1928, 13. This article of the era, 
tells how Senator Johnson on behalf of Warden Finch Archer, had special appropriations 
bills created and granted to McNeil for its further development. Demonstrates the 
importance of the Warden’s position on McNeil Island, especially at that time in America, 
when McNeil was considered the first of the three Federal Prisons and the one to provide 
progressive programs for emulation. 
"McNeil Prison Looks Ahead: Island Penitentiary Administration and Prisoners Build for the 
Future." Tacoma Ledger, May 26, 1931. This primary newspaper article from the era in 
question notes the many buildings planned, or under construction at McNeil Island; it 
specifically mentions the Warden’s Residence as being nearly completed. 
“Men Trade Time for Crime.” Tacoma Ledger, September 16, 1951. This is one of my favorite 
articles because it shows the continuing impact of Warden Archer’s reform philosophy at 
McNeil. In the article, Warden Fred Wilkerson states that, “The men are here as 
punishment, not for punishment.” Wilkerson went on to run Federal Prisons Industries, 
based upon the excellent, non-abusive productivity of the inmates on McNeil. Prison costs 
did get lowered, but the main intent was that inmates should learn skills, be and feel 
productive, and have the opportunity based upon merit of hard work, to improve their 
education and skills through internships or college courses, so that they might re-enter 
society with better tools and options for self-sustaining standards of living. How different 
American Corrections might be today if the McNeil model had continued to be followed, 
rather than the punitive penal methodology that began at Alcatraz, moved to Marion, and 
has gone forward, incarcerating more and more people for often menial crimes.  
"Modern Prison being Built on M'Neil Island." Tacoma Sunday Ledger, January 4, 1931, sec. 6-
D. This primary article is very valuable for the nomination because it documents that the 
public was interested in developments on McNeil Island, both figuratively and literally. 
Having an article from the time the Warden’s Residence was being constructed, that 
actually mentions construction of the same and its significance to the island, and the Bureau 





"Pioneer Architect Gove Dies." Tacoma News Tribune, Aug. 31, 1956.  Gove’s obituary 
delineates how important and well regarded he was an architect. It also notes his many 
building designs and contributions to architecture, and that he was especially known for 
creation of institutions, and was the consulting architect at McNeil Island Penitentiary. 
"Tacoma Architect Given Recognition." Tacoma News Tribune, May 15, 1950.  This article tells 
of George Gove being recognized by the National Board of Architects for his abundant 
works and contributions to architectural education and societies. 
"Tacoma Architect has Roof Garden." Tacoma Sunday Ledger, June 13, 1915. Awesome article 
about George Gove’s bachelor pad on top of the Puget Sound Bank building, which Heath 
& Gove designed. Totally details Gove’s love of flora and fauna, as well as unique and 
practical designs. Ties his love of flowers and greenery to that of Dora Archer. Very useful 
item for the nomination. 
"Tacoma Architects have Busy Week." Tacoma Sunday Ledger, May 31, 1931, 1931, sec. 6-D. 
Primary newspaper account of the activities of the architectural firm Heath, Gove, & Bell 
on McNeil Island during the week of May 1931, when the Warden’s Residence was nearing 
completion. Very exciting and useful commentary on the prestigiousness of the firm that 
McNeil’s “communicating Architect, George Gove” partnered in, and also great 
documentation of same for the NRHP nomination.  
“Tacoma Firm to Plan New Pioneer Home.” Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, Fairbanks, Alaska, 
(October, 13, 1933) 6. Article about the search for an architect for a large home for old 
pioneers in Alaska. States that the firm of Heath, Gove, & Bell was chosen over other well 
qualified firms because of George Gove’s vast expertise in institutional design and building. 
Notes that George Gove will personally assess the site in the near future. Great resource for 
affirming Gove’s expertise and mastery of architecture. 
“Wall-less Prison Gets New Warden.” The Index-Journal, Greenwood, South Carolina, June 4, 
1934, 6. Shows the importance of McNeil to the nation, in that era. Verifies both the 
celebrity of Warden Archer, and that changes at McNeil were of national interest. 
“Warden Archer Resigns from McNeil.” Tacoma Ledger, May 3, 1934. Another article praising 
the charismatic style of Warden Archer, and extolling his virtues as being someone the 
prisoners knew believed in them as redeemable men, with human dignity. Mentions 
Archer’s philosophy of inmates being just like the rest of us, only caught and labeled, and 
rather doomed because of it, unless offered a chance at self-improvement through 
rehabilitation programs.  
“Wins Prize for Plans.” The Tacoma Times, March 17, 1911. Tells how in a west coast regional, 
architectural competition, a young George Gove took second place for his design, gaining 
stature as he was just below an older and more established architect from the headquarters 
area, of the competition. Great resource for establishing that Gove was recognized for his 





US Census McNeil Island Residents: Dept. of Commerce and Labor, 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930. 
Census data leading up to the era during which the Warden’s Residence was planned and 
construction implemented. The Census data gives historic perspective to the activities on 
McNeil Island during the planning of Warden’s Residence with relation to the island 
communities’ inhabitants, both pioneers and prison staff. 
Archer, Dora. "A Personal Message." The Weekly Island Lantern, McNeil Island, Washington 3, 
no. 52 (1932): 2. This is a really awesome resource, as it is in Dora Archer’s own hand, as 
printed by the Island Lantern, which she named. In it, Dora tells of her love and 
appreciation for all the inhabitants of McNeil, especially including the inmates, whom she 
considered her dear friends, and for whom she wished the very best. Priceless. Eloquently 
illustrates the tenor of the times.  
Archer, Finch R. "A Prison Paradox." The Island Lantern, McNeil Island, Washington V, no. 10 
(January, 1929, 1929): 35-37.  Finch Archer’s personal article about McNeil and the 
benefits of treating convicts like human beings with potential and innate dignity, rather than 
as soulless heathens who are beyond redemption. Not enough words to say, how if only this 
attitude of expecting and enabling the best in others had been continued, as was hoped up 
until 1976, how very different the state of American Corrections and Prisons would be 
today. 
Archer, Finch R. The Prison Without Walls. McNeil Island, Washington: Prison Press, 1927. 
Fabulous resource in Archer’s own words, which show his appreciation for McNeil as a 
unique site perfectly suited for reform, and of his belief in the men under his charge, who 
could be anyone if not for a mistake. Human perspective on just how well the farm, 
education and vocational work systems at McNeil enabled the incarcerated to blossom in 
“open” captivity, rather than wither under intense, solitary incarceration. Basically, 
believing the best and encouraging the best in peoples, enables the same. Likewise, caging 
without hope or human contact, deadens the spirit and reduces the humanity of anyone so 
intensely isolated. 
Cammon, Betsey Johnson. Island Memoir. Puyallup, Washington: The Valley Press, Inc., 1969. 
Very relevant firsthand account of life on the island as a pioneer during the time the 
Warden’s Residence was being designed and constructed. Betsey Cammon’s family 
(Kammen) lived on the island, as did she, and they worked out of Still Harbor running a 
boating operation. She gives a very detailed account of what life was like for the island 
communities of McNeil and Anderson Island, and she specifically mentions that it is 
McNeil that holds significance as a prison in the minds of the public in Washington State. 
Since it is a memoir of someone who lived and interacted with the families on McNeil 
during Warden Archer’s tenure, Cammon’s work is very beneficial in establishing historic 
context for the Warden’s Residence nomination. 
Cass, E. R. Proceedings of the 57th Annual Congress of the American Prison Association: 
Tacoma, Washington, August 12th to 18th.  Cheshire, Connecticut: Connecticut Reformatory 
Printing Department, 1927. Really great source.  57th annual American Prison Association 
meeting held in Tacoma because of the prominence of Warden Archer, McNeil Island 





Association at the time. All the hoi polloi of American Corrections at the time weigh in on 
topics relevant to penology, and all are impressed with McNeil. Finch Archer gave a 
welcoming speech and it was greatly applauded. He talked about changing the system which 
is overly law burdened, causing the locking up of many, for minor offenses. He believes 
family and community should be involved to uplift the inmate or he will offend again, 
owing to lack of opportunities. Fabulous view of the concerns in penology, which are the 
same as those we have today. Just superb.  
Garrett, Paul W. and Austin H. MacCormick. Handbook of American Prisons and 
Reformatories. New York, New York: National Society of Penal Information, Inc., 1929. 
Another wonderful primary resource which address the fears, concerns, beliefs and hopes of 
penal administration at the time in America. Just the beginning of the Gangster era, 
prohibition is in place, the Great Depression era has begun. The consensus is that education, 
family, and community, are the keys to keeping people out of prison. The administrators 
repeated stressed that society must address the root causes of crime; those of poverty, abuse, 
lack of sustenance, education, and parental guidance. Only then will there be hope of 
lowering incarceration rates and reducing recidivism. They believed the causes needed to be 
addressed, and the inmate, once convicted, given a chance at improving himself through 
vocational educational work programs. McNeil was the ultimate in rehabilitation, owing to 
its location, isolation and open format. The locale and the policy of its administrators 
facilitated inmate morale and welfare, which resulted in fewer incidents and less recidivism. 
Lesson to be learned from history at this point.  
Gove, George. "Heath, Gove, & Bell: Warden Residence Blueprints", May 15, 1930. Besides 
being an absolutely gorgeous piece of hand drawn architectural drafting design artwork, this 
proves the mastery of the architect, George Gove, who designed the Warden’s Residence 
for Finch and Dora Archer. The original blueprints are exquisitely detailed and point to the 
meticulousness of both the architect and his clients, the Archers. Perfect piece of 
documenting evidence for the NRHP nomination of the residence. 
______. “Bookcase in Living Room: Warden’s Residence, McNeil Island Penitentiary,” April 6, 
1931. Drawing done by Gove for the living room bookcases at the Warden’s Residence. The 
leaded, mullioned beveled glass was quite reflective. The WDOC removed the glass front 
doors for safe keeping. Presumably they are warehoused in Olympia at DOC headquarters. 
______. “Milking Units, Farm Bldg’s for Warden Finch Archer,” McNeil Island, Washington. 
August 28, 1931; Sept. 9, 1931; March 11, 1932. The craftsmanship is in the exact hand as 
those that created the Warden’s Residence architectural drawings, and these are specifically 
signed, “Architect: George Gove, for Warden Finch R. Archer.” Proof for my contention 
that George Gove did the actual designing and drawing of the plans for his firm’s 
construction projects on McNeil Island; just as his obituary states, he was the consulting 
architect for McNeil Island Penitentiary.  
———. Plot Plan: Residence Warden F. R. Archer. McNeil Island Houses. McNeil Island, WA: 
Heath, Gove, & Bell, 1930. The plot plan is also an original work of George Gove and it 
illustrates not only his mastery of technique but also of design. Gove loved gardening as 





Residence plot as created by Gove, has extensive gardens, a grape arbor, water feature, rock 
walled raised beds, a greenhouse and artistically planted fruit trees, all sited on a bluff 
above a stream overlooking the penitentiary, and south Puget Sound. This plan alone leaves 
no doubt that Gove was a Master of his craft and worthy of emulation. 
———. "Warden's Residence Window Details", May 15, 1930. Another original work which 
highlights both Gove’s practical yet elegant designs and his exquisite craftsmanship. It’s an 
honor to handle his creative plans and the documents themselves are invaluable to the 
Warden’s Residence nomination to the NRHP. 
Kennedy, Hal and Joan M. Robinson. A Cultural Resources Survey Reconnaissance and 
Assessment of McNeil Island, Pierce County, Washington. Reconnaissance Report 
(University of Washington. Office of Public Archaeology). Vol. 38. Seattle: Office of 
Public Archaeology, Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Washington, 1981. 
This is a pretty thorough study of what items are on McNeil Island doing back into the 
Federal Era, when Finch Archer approved Gove’s designs for most of the Penitentiary 
buildings and housing. Unfortunately the study was funded by the State of Washington, 
who needless to say, did not have an unbiased interest in the perceived values of island 
structures, as such Kennedy under-dated the older pioneer homes (as determined by deed 
and historic research), miswrote Gove’s surname as Gore, and never mentioned the 
prominent Northwest Architectural firm of Heath, Gove, & Bell by name… Great maps and 
identification of archaeological sites, but owing to the glaring miscue of not mentioning the 
architects of McNeil, really needs to be assessed with a critical eye.   
Keve, Paul W. The McNeil Century: The Life and Times of an Island Prison. Chicago: Nelson-
Hall, 1984. This is a really great tome of work that documents the importance of McNeil as 
a Federal prison and also its importance as a uniquely special place to the people who lived 
and worked there. Keve was allowed access into Bureau of Prisons (BOP) records, just as I 
have been, and he used it to great advantage in showcasing the many ways in which McNeil 
was the ultimate rehabilitation penitentiary for the BOP, and its significance as such. His 
detailed documentation, which is augmented by extensive oral history interviews of some of 
the key players of the prison at its closing, definitely situates the Warden’s Residence as 
being integral to the community life of staff families, and also as being the gem of the island 
for the many visiting dignitaries, who consisted primarily of prominent state and national 
politicians.  
———. Prisons and the American Conscience: A History of U.S. Federal Corrections. 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1991. This work provides insight into the 
creation of the Federal Prison System, as it developed along socio-political lines that 
followed swings in public perception and opinions regarding crime, criminals and 
corrections. Most importantly for my research, it situates McNeil Island in an important and 
unique position within the Federal Corrections framework and that helps support my 
contention that the Warden’s Residence is deserving of being on the NRHP. 
Koyl, George S., ed. American Architects Directory. 1st ed. New York: American Institute of 





Gove, & Bell, and George Gove, just a year prior to Gove’s passing away. Helpful to my 
project as it further establishes Gove as an important architect. 
McAlester, Virginia and Lee. A Field Guide to American Houses. New York: Knopf, 1989. This 
book, written by a husband and wife team, focuses on American housing trends and is 
supporting secondary documentation for the architectural distinction evidenced in the 
design and construction of Finch Archer’s Warden’s Residence. Very sound and useful 
support source for my NRHP nomination project. 
Meeker, Ezra. Pioneer Reminiscences of Puget Sound. 1st Edition Reprint. Google Books, 1905. 
Written by Oregon Trail Pioneer and pioneering Historian, Ezra Meeker, this 
autobiographical account details his adventures on Puget Sound, giving special place to his 
first Washington State cabin, which he built on McNeil Island in 1853, where it was also 
the first homestead. As such it provides a sound illustration of the lifestyle of the early 
pioneers on the island, which was mirrored by the prisoners on the island in its formative 
pre Washington statehood years as a territorial jail. This work is very inspiring as it sets the 
tone as to the historic importance of McNeil Island, by virtue of its being of special 
significance to a man who basically created the concept of historic tail markers and plaques. 
Thus it serves as a touchstone for the transcendent qualities McNeil possesses that deeply 
touch all who have had the great good fortune to live or work on her shores.  
Peters, F. E. ed., and Prisoners. "Island Lantern." The Island Lantern, McNeil Island, Washington 
5, no. 7 (Oct. 1928-1935). The “Island Lantern” is the authentic source for what actually 
occurred on McNeil Island when it was a Federal Prison. Started as a weekly newspaper/ 
magazine in 1924 by inmates who raised money for and bought a printing press, under the 
aegis of Warden Archer. The Lantern tells the tale of the weekly operations at the prison, as 
written by the cons, with pretty free reign for artistic license considering their incarceration 
at a Federal Penitentiary. As a record of what happened on McNeil, from a prisoner’s 
somewhat white washed perspective, the Lantern is invaluable as a primary source. It 
provides daily headcounts, intake and outtake numbers, visitors, hours for visitation, rules, 
calendars of events, names of volunteer societies at the prison; in short, basically every 
wonderful historic documentation one could hope for, all rolled into one! I love reading the 
Lantern, as it is also full of poetry, lampooning cartoons and artwork, all created by 
prisoners! As a limited freedom of expression for them, it was immeasurably valued by the 
convicts, and that shows in their work, for the Lantern won many literary awards throughout 
its years of operation. I personally own many years’ worth of Island Lanterns but have 
centered research for my project on the key years, 1928 through 1935, when Warden Archer 
was in full form and then just beginning the tenure of his successor Warden Swope in 1934. 
A 1935 Island Lantern is included because it details the construction of the very artistic 
rustic concrete bench and well folly at the Warden’s Residence, which was planned under 
Finch Archer’s tenure but not fully realized until after his retirement. Since it is part and 
parcel of the magnificent artistic convict craftsmanship that so embodies the stellar qualities 
of the Warden’s Residence, I had to include it in the NRHP nomination source 
documentation. There are actually several Island Lantern articles from the era that pertain 
directly to the Warden’s Residence, and each date and article heading is added in the notes 





———. Ed. The McNeil Library and how it Works. McNeil Island Penitentiary, Washington: 
McNeil Island Lantern Prison Press, 1 October 1931. Written by inmates, this tells how the 
McNeil library, which held 14,600 volumes, was completely managed by convicts, and was 
the model for all libraries in the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Although the newer, post 1932 
libraries, would be managed by paid civil librarians. The level of detente achieved by the 
mutual respect between staff and prisoners at McNeil has not yet been achieved by other 
carceral facilities, unfortunately. A lot of the success at McNeil has to be given to the 
attitude and belief in the benefit to all, in empowering convicts with the seeds and keys to 
self-respect and fulfillment, which can only be achieved by doing. They had rope to run or 
hang themselves with, and like any self-respecting human being, chose to further 
themselves.  
———. The Story of the Island Lantern Press. McNeil Island Penitentiary, Washington: McNeil 
Island Lantern Prison Press, 1931. Again, great accolades given to Warden Finch Archer for 
facilitating the Island Lantern Press, and for his continued personal involvement in 
improving it by enabling community business donations. Totally engaging primary 
document delineating the award winning prisoner newspaper, its world wide, multi-lingual 
audience, and its meager beginnings. The inmates sold subscriptions themselves and with 
the help of Warden Archer, Sanford Bates, the Director of the BOP, and local businessmen 
and the local community, the inmates were able to create a world renowned press from 
behind bars. That is what incarceration should be. Punishment by loss of freedom, not for 
punishment or loss of humanity. Cage a man and you get an animal, enable a person and 
you gain a fully functioning friend, and member of society. All that, in the prisoners’ own 
words. Yes, to be taken with a grain of salt, as they knew they had to spout a party line, but 
knowing as I do the personal stories of those who stayed at hotel McNeil, it is gospel truth.  
 
Swan, Theresa Cook Ball. Diaries 1876-1878. Seattle: Archives Collection. University of 
Washington. Theresa Swan lived on McNeil next door to the prison and was the nearest 
neighbor of Jay Smith, who donated the 27 acres for the territorial jail (that originally was 
the McNeil prison) to the state in 1871 and who also served as a guard there for several 
years. The first prisoners were received at McNeil in 1875, and Theresa writes almost daily 
of the day to day events on the island, both concerning domestic situations and prison 
politics and happenings as well, since her husband earned extra money by serving as a 
guard at the jail. This fantastic personal narrative written by a very literate and intelligent 
woman of the late 1870s is a wonderful primary resource for the Warden’s Residence 
NRHP nomination, as it conveys thoughtful and accurate information about the reality and 
development of the island prison from a firsthand observer. 
Whiffen, Marcus. American Architecture since 1780: A Guide to the Styles. 2nd printing ed. 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1981. This particular secondary resource of architectural styles 
is useful for the details of specific differences in styles that it provides. It is a well written 
work which helps one understand the finer points between similar types of architecture. It 
was useful to my project as I had to understand the many different pieces of architectural 
detail hidden within the overarching figure of the Warden’s Residence. As I delved deeper 
into the book, the fallacy of denoting the Warden’s Residence as Colonial Revival, as one 





readily apparent and happily the State Architectural Historian concurs that French 
Renaissance is a much more accurate description designation for the Warden’s Residence; 
and the one I will be using in the NRHP nomination, thanks to Whiffen’s book and Michael 
Houser. 
White, D. H. Pierce County Atlas. T20N R1E Section 21, edited by White, C. E. Kroll Map Co., 
1928. This is a good basic map from the era, which shows McNeil Island as being part of 
Pierce County in Washington State. I have used it in supporting my claims of such in the 
NRHP nomination for the Warden’s Residence.  
Willene, Anderson. "Superintendent's House McNeil Island." Tacoma News Tribune, November 
1, 1981. This is a primary account of the Warden’s House from the time that the state of 
Washington took over McNeil as a Corrections Center. Bill Callahan was the first 
Superintendent to live in the “Warden’s Residence,” which quickly began being called “The 
Mansion” by the state prison staff. The article, while not of the historic era in question, 
mentions the extensive work that was done by convicts in restoring some of the Philippine 
mahogany that was used extensively throughout the residence at the time of its construction 
in 1932. As such I have found the article to be a solid secondary source for confirming that 
some of the original woodwork is still in existence at the Warden’s Residence, and it is also 
nice to get the perspective of one of the families that lived in the residence and who greatly 
appreciated its beauty. That should be useful content for reaffirming the artistic mastery of 
George Gove’s architectural designing ability for the Warden’s Residence nomination to the 
NRHP. 
Zukowski, Sue. Original Settler Plat Map. McNeil Island, WA: 1930. This is a neatly hand 
drawn map of McNeil Island which lays out the plots where the pioneer settlers lived in 
1930. Sue Zukowski comes from a pioneer family that settled on McNeil c. 1900 during the 
early Prison years. This primary document of the relevant era provides a good look at who 
lived where on McNeil when the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was finally officially 
formed in 1930, much later than when McNeil was included in the Three Prisons Act of 
1891. The planned location of the Warden’s Residence is denoted on the map and as such, it 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
 
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts.  See instructions in National Register Bulletin, 
How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form.  If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter 
"N/A" for "not applicable."  For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories 
from the instructions.   
 
1. Name of Property 
Historic name:  Warden’s Residence, McNeil Island Penitentiary _________________ 
 
Other names/site number: #505, The Mansion, Superintendent’s house  
 
      Name of related multiple property listing: 
      ____N/A_______________________________________________________ 
      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Location  
Street & number: _505 Warden Rd.___________________       
City or town: _McNeil Island____________________    __      
State: Washington   code _WA   County:_  Pierce __ code_ 053 ___zip code_ 98388    
Not For Publication:   Vicinity: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
3. State/Federal Agency Certification   
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  
I hereby certify that this        nomination  ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  
In my opinion, the property _ meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I 
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  
level(s) of significance:      
 ___national                  __ statewide           __local  
  Applicable National Register Criteria:  
_X__A             ___B           _X__C           ___D         
 
 
    
Signature of certifying official/Title:    Date 
______________________________________________ 
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In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register 
criteria.   
     
Signature of commenting official:    Date 
 
Title :                                     State or Federal agency/bureau 
                                                                                         or Tribal Government  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
4. National Park Service Certification  
 I hereby certify that this property is:  
       entered in the National Register  
       determined eligible for the National Register  
       determined not eligible for the National Register  
       removed from the National Register  
       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    
 
                     
______________________________________________________________________   
Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
5. Classification 
 Ownership of Property 
 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 
Private:  
 
 Public – Local 
 
 Public – State  
 
 Public – Federal  
 
 
 Category of Property 








 Structure      
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Number of Resources within Property 
 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              
Contributing   Noncontributing 
______2_______   _____________  buildings 
 
____________   _____________  sites 
 
______1_______   ______2_______  structures  
 
______7______   _______1______  objects 
 
_____10_____   _______3_____  Total 
 
 
 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ____0_____ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
6. Function or Use  
Historic Functions  
(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 ___________________ 








(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 ___________________ 
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7. Description  
 
 Architectural Classification  
 (Enter categories from instructions.) 
  





   
 
Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 
Principal exterior materials of the property:  Concrete foundation,  





(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe 
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 
briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 
historic integrity.)   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Summary Paragraph 
The Warden’s Residence of McNeil Island is the most prestigious residence on the last 
United States Island Prison accessible only by air or water. Sited on a wooded bluff chosen for 
its view and location overlooking the prison to the south, the Warden’s Residence is a French 
Eclectic building erected in 1932. As such, it is predominantly French Renaissance in style with 
some eclectic features reflecting other influences and its roles as a family home, and as an 
administrative and social entertaining venue. The Warden’s Residence embodies distinctive 
characteristics of a method of construction, convict labor, which no longer exist. The residence 
also represents the work of a prestigious architectural firm, “Heath, Gove, & Bell,” which also 
designed the Paradise Inn at Mt. Rainier, Stadium, and Lincoln High Schools in Tacoma, and 
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wings at Fort Steilacoom, and Western State Hospital in Lakewood, WA. As the creation of 
Master Architect George Gove, the consulting architect for McNeil Island Penitentiary, the 
Warden’s Residence possesses high artistic value and is a significant and distinguishable entity.1 
Its setting alone at the top of an extensive private driveway, on roughly seven acres of land 
surrounded by low rock walls, indicates its importance. Its significance is further accentuated by 
the well-designed layout of the garden plots which encompass it and are still evidenced by 
mature fruit trees, arbors, water feature and the greenhouse which sits beside the four car garage 
carriage house, with its two room efficiency apartment, that was built expressly for the convict 
houseboys who maintained the Warden’s Residence’s interior. The size of the Warden’s 
Residence far surpasses any other housing on the island, clearly indicating its importance. The 
lovely original features of the surrounding rhododendron garden, within the tended yard with its 
hand cast well-folly, bench and barbeque, all indicate that residence #505, as the Warden’s 
Residence is also known, is a site of import. Its distinctive hexagonal tower and massive hip 
roof, create a commanding presence which conveys its membership in an older, more elegant 
era, which further enhances its innate historic integrity, which is intact, as only minimal 
modernizing has been done over the ensuing decades since the Residence’s construction.2 









                         
1 Koyl, George S. “George Gove,” American Architects Directory, (New York: 1955). 
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Tennis court (stanchion base) 
 
Non-contributing structures/ object 
A-Frame log cabin 
Garden Shed 





Narrative Description  
 
 Completed in 1932, the Warden’s Residence is a French Eclectic edifice that follows the 
tendencies of French country houses and French Renaissance style, while possessing some 
eclectic influences.  The residence is situated on a south facing bluff for privacy and for the view 
overlooking the Prison.  According to the architects, the Warden’s Residence was built on the 
hill behind the institution as the location commands an unexcelled panorama of island and distant 
mountains.3 The design of the home features a two-and-one-half story modified rectangle with a 
varied, intersecting high-pitch hip roof and two, one-story wings, with low-pitched hipped roofs. 
The Warden’s Residence has boxed eaves. Stacked dayrooms at the rear northeastern corner of 
the house form a two story L as part of the slightly irregular foundation. The asymmetrical 
Georgian style entryway, although appearing centered to an above dormer and roof line, is just to 
the left of the dominant architectural feature, a hexagonal tower topped by a steeply pitched 
hipped roof. Exterior Georgian elements are found in the detailed concrete pilasters framing the 
                         
 
3. “Modern Prison Being Built On M’Neil Island.” Tacoma Sunday Ledger, 
January 04, 1931, 6-D. 
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recessed, balustrade- topped main entrance, whose exterior alcove is finished in herringbone 
patterned brick. The Warden’s Residence is clad in original 1932 red brick veneer and retains 
original windows, doors, and some interior fir and mahogany woodwork, lighting and fixtures, 
although some lights have been removed by the Washington State Department of Corrections for 
safe keeping. The original floor plan is largely unaltered, aside from a chimney for the original 
coal or wood burning stove, which was closed off when a new oven was installed.4 
 The surrounding grounds cover a seven acre roughly rectangular-shaped parcel of land that 
has been reduced in size from its original 10 acres, as trees have encroached upon some of the 
original terraced garden areas.5 Approximately two acres of the ground consist of the lengthy 
private driveway. The entrance of which fronts on Warden Road. The Warden’s Residence, 
carriage house garage and greenhouse are located at the driveway’s terminus at the eastern edge 
of the bluff. The grounds immediate to the house consist of an approximately five-acre area of 
lawn, containing an arbor, rock walls, a water feature, curbing and mature fruit trees and shrubs. 
These are the remains of the original terraced garden rooms and paths. The remains of the former 
clay tennis court now exist as boundary curbing, northeast of the fenced in garden arbor area and 
water feature they are immediately to the west of the greenhouse. Finally, a gravel service road 
encircles the entirety of the base of the property and is still used by patrols and maintenance 
vehicles.  
 The Warden’s Residence itself, is a two-and-one half story brick dwelling that follows a 
slightly irregular rectangular L footprint, which measures approximately 60 feet wide by 40 feet 
deep. A hexagonal tower on the south façade, possessing three windows on each level, is the 
predominant architectural feature. The house has a high-pitched, asphalt-shingle, hip roof, with 
                         
4 Vail, Eldon. Warden’s Residence, (Oct. 22, 2014).  
5 Heath, Gove & Bell. Plot Plan, (May 15, 1930). 
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two dormers. A brick chimney with decorative top and drip edge extends past the roof line on the 
south elevation of the house with a moderate-pitch hipped roof and wood clad dormer next to it 
on the west side. Another brick chimney on the north side, has a decorative top and drip edge 
with a moderate-pitch hip roof wood dormer on its eastern side, extends past the roof. The eaves 
of the varied cross-hipped roof home are boxed with understated cornice molding. The basement 
level of the home is poured concrete that is now painted white up to the bottom level of the first 
floor. The first floor is clad in red brick veneer as is the second. The dormers at each end of the 
house are clad in four-inch-wide cedar wood beveled siding as are the two low-pitch hipped roof 
shed dormers on the northern façade (rear). 
 Fenestration includes symmetrical placement with a combination of original nine-pane 
casement, various multipaned and predominately 6/1/ and 8/1 double-hung, wood-sash windows. 
The home has one hundred and five windows in all. The north and south wings and the two-story 
dayroom extension, on the east façade, have eight-inch-wide corner boards, topped by crown 
molding, creating simple squared pilasters at the rooms’ corners. There are three primary single 
doorway entrances on the first floor, all of wood construction. The main south façade entrance 
has a portico enclosed wooden door. There are a pair of wooden 8/1 French door above the south 
façade balustrade and another set of French doors at the eastern façade sublevel basement 
entryway. 
 The predominant feature of the Warden’s Residence is the bayed tower on the front, south 
façade. It is placed asymmetrically just to the right of the main entrance. A steeply pitched 
hexagonal hip roof of composition shingles, matching the rest of the house, tops the tower’s 
upper story, which has three 8/1 double hung windows, while the basement level has 4/4 double 
hung fenestration. Just right of the tower, a flared concrete banister begins two steps up from 
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ground level over wide concrete steps. The banister tapers where it attaches to the brick 
balustrade topped portico enclosing the main entrance. Sandstone masonry blocks form the 
colonial revival pilasters, which support the brick and masonry balustrade over the twenty-four 
pane front door. A concrete planter anchors the stairs where they meet the sidewalk just to the 
north of a wrought-iron standing colonial lantern. 
 The south elevation of the Warden’s Residence parallels a paved walkway which leads to the 
back porch of the south wing and on to the rear of the property. The southeastern elevation’s 
low-pitched hip roof tops a sunroom wing, that is  framed by crown molding adorned corner 
boards, with twelve 6/1 double hung windows and a wood-framed full view door with overhead 
transom. Past this, the eastern façade features symmetrical fenestration and a predominating two-
story dayroom under a varied low-pitch hip roof. Just beyond the wrought-iron railing moored to 
the cement steps leading to the wood framed backdoor is the dayroom extension which is of 
similar design to the sunroom wing but of lesser depth and overall dimension. The north 
elevation has an irregular façade consisting of a setback from the eastern dayroom that continues 
to the north wing, which has a low-pitched hip roof, colonial molding topped square corners, 11 
total 6/1 double-hung windows, and a square footprint. 
 Likewise, the Warden’s Residence interior has two and one-half floors. The footprints of the 
first and second floors are identical. Original hardwood flooring is used throughout the house, 
aside from in the kitchen, which has been covered by various patterns of linoleum over 
hardwood, as opposed to tile floor in the southern sunroom wing and bathrooms. The front door 
of the residence opens into an entranceway and wide-angled staircase with turned spindles that 
leads to the upper levels of the mansion. An original hanging pendant chandelier has been 
removed to safe storage by the Washington Department of Corrections (WDOC), but the large 
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multi-paned, leaded window which reflected its prismatic brilliance, still illuminates the landing 
with soft natural lighting. Overall, the Warden’s Residence has 27 rooms: eight bedrooms, seven 
bathrooms, two dining rooms, two sunrooms, two dayrooms adjoining two of the bedrooms, five 
inside staircases, four entrances, entrance reception hall, finished basement, including canning 
and pantry areas, five fireplaces, and an attic. 
 On the first floor, an outside entrance off the back of the house enters through the 
laundry room pantry area, which has wide built-in, open shelving. This area opens into the 
kitchen, which has 1970s maple cabinetry, with original floorboards and linoleum underlayment, 
and an intercom. The kitchen connects to the sunroom wing, with the walled up original chimney 
in between them, and to the informal dining and formal dining rooms. The dining rooms have 
original Philippine mahogany china cabinets with leaded, mullioned-glass cabinet doors. A 
powder room is accessed off the kitchen and foyer. At the front reception hall, on the southern 
elevation of the Residence, there is a phone nook with “inside line” or “Warden’s phone,”  
island phone, and main line. The first floor also has a living room with a brick fireplace and a 
second sunroom wing. Above the fireplace sits an original map, c. 1932, listing all the Federal 
Prisons with a color coded star, up until 1981, when Washington State took over McNeil Island 
from the Bureau of Prisons. There is an additional entrance by the guest bedroom, which has a 
full bath and adjoining dayroom. The main staircase to the second floor is off the reception foyer. 
There is also a back staircase to the kitchen, and the residence has an additional staircase that 
goes to the basement from the first floor and is located beside the guest bedroom. The second 
floor master bedroom has a full bath and adjoining daylight room that was used as an office. 
There are four paired bedrooms on this level with each having a full bathroom in between them. 
There are two French doors at the end of the stairwell landing leading out to the balustrade above 
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the front entrance. The second floor landing also has a staircase to the third floor landing, then a 
wide stairwell and hallway with two bedrooms off of it and a full bathroom. A laundry chute 
goes all the way to first floor with access on the second floor as well. There is a staircase to the 
attic that runs inside the hip-roof rafters, and there is also a passageway between the exterior attic 
wall and interior roof structures that is accessed through the attic closets. The basement is 
accessed through an outside entrance from a stairwell off the eastern elevation of the residence. 
The finished basement has a TV room and small adjoining game room, a powder room, a 
recreation room (used for pool table), a brick fireplace and five rooms used for canning, freezers 
and storage. The basement also has a staircase to the kitchen. 
 Except for a few modifications, the property retains many of the original 1932 features, 
finishes and floor plan. Sometime during the 1950s, the home’s original radiator heating system 
was modernized, although the decorative radiators are still extant. The exterior plumbing was 
updated in 1964, and the original chimneys were recapped in the 1980s, removing the original 
decorative drip-edge. Along with this, a new composition shingle roof was installed to replace 
the original cedar-shake roofing. Additionally, a few of the lower-level basement windows and 
sills were replaced with vinyl. Other early 1980’s remodeling included laying vinyl flooring in 
the kitchen, over the already existing 1935 vinyl layer and the original hardwoods, replacing the 
original countertops with laminate, and installing some lighting fixtures. The original Philippine 
mahogany woodwork was restored along the trim in the kitchen, and on the dining room china 
cabinet. Tile flooring was added in the southern sunroom. In the finished basement guest suites, a 
backroom was remodeled from a stage, to a small theater projection room. Other than those few 
items, the Warden’s Residence retains the character-defining architectural features and details, 
materials, craftsmanship and methods of construction, that convey its architectural significance 
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as an early 20th,century French Eclectic estate. These attributes reflect the design and master 
artistry of its prestigious creator, the Architectural firm of “ Heath, Gove , & Bell,” and 
especially the artistic talents of its communicating architect, George Gove, who brought his love 




 Built in 1932 beside the Warden’s Residence, the four-car brick garage with a two-bedroom 
efficiency apartment is located at the southeast corner of the residence at the end of the paved 
driveway. Reflecting the design of the house, the garage has a moderate-pitched hip roof of 
composition shingles with a centered low-pitch hip roof dormer and boxed eaves. The dormer 
has three aluminum ½ slider windows with four-inch, cedar-shingle siding. The windows were 
modified in a 1981 remodel. The brick chimney located on the west façade of the garage extends 
up through the roof and models those of the house, having a decorative top and drip edge. The 
south elevation houses four sliding, six-panel, wood garage doors. Each top center panel has a 4-
pane fixed window. An electric light hangs over the center parallel beam of the garage. The west 
elevation has two single-pane windows with concrete sills. At the corner is a side entrance with a 
six-pane over two lower horizontal panels wooden door, which is painted white. The hand railing 
up to the door is comprised of two wooden four-by-two rails nailed to center posts that are 
attached to the garage wall. Two concrete steps lead up to the entry. There is a three-foot-by- 
                         
      6 McAlester, Virginia and Lee. Great American Houses and their 
Architectural Styles, (New York: Abbeville Press, 1994)266; “Death Claims 
Noted Architect”, Tacoma News Tribune, September 1, 1956).    
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three-foot overhang above the stoop which has a centered ceiling light fixture. The north 
elevation has a concrete pad topped by a yellow, four-step, metal stairway with hand rails, which 
leads to the four-feet-tall brick and masonry walls of a shed-style extension which houses tools. 
To the west of the extension there is a single pane window with a wide sill. Above the brick 
walls, a single double-hung window rests under a moderate-pitch hip roof dormer, to the west of 
the doorway. The eastern elevation of the garage is brick and sits on a one-foot by one-foot 
masonry foundation that is painted white, just as the entire building does. The interior is 
designed with many interior shelves, and it is obvious that it was a working garage downstairs, 
while the upstairs functioned as a caretaker’s apartment. The prisoners who earned the right to 
work at the Warden’s Residence and live in the caretaker apartment, owing to their good 
behavior and acquiring good time credit at the penitentiary, would have considered living in the 
Garage efficiency a privilege over being in the main prison.7The garage caretaker’s house retains 
historic integrity and aside from heating improvements remains much as it did in 1932. There has 
been some minor damage to the south-facing gutters as a tree fell and branches grazed the 
exterior of the building.  
 
Greenhouse ~ contributing structure 
 The Greenhouse was also built in 1932 and designed by Heath, Gove & Bell. It is 15 feet 
wide by 30 feet long and rests on a two-foot-high masonry seam wall that is painted red. The 
window panes are one foot by one foot and are set into wooden frames. The eastern third of the 
greenhouse is sided with four-inch-boards above the foundation. The roof peak has three, three-
pane vents evenly spaced along the roof ridge line. The north elevation has a door in the east 
                         
7“Prisons Guards Take Course in Penology at a Model Prison.” Statesville 
Record & Landmark, (Statesville, North Carolina, February 23, 1934)8.    
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corner with a single-pane window over two wood panels. To the east of the door are three single-
pane casement windows and scalloped band boards. The greenhouse had a little room with a 
coffee pot at the back, where the grounds crew could take a break when needed. The greenhouse 
possesses historic integrity but it is deteriorating, as many panes have been broken by fallen tree 
limbs, and saplings are starting to grow through the roof from inside it. Otherwise, it is exactly 
like it was when built in 1932.  
 
Contributing Objects 
Well folly  
 Designed for the Warden’s Mansion by inmate Bill Renick, the rustic cast concrete well folly 
was approved by Warden Finch Archer. It was installed on the southeast grounds of the 
Warden’s Residence in a greensward facing the bluff in late 1935 during the residency of 
Warden Swope. Renick was one of the developers of the then modern art form, and he was 
considered a Master artisan, as he was one of only two artists working successfully in the 
medium at the time. Although the wooden roof has rotted, the cast-concrete folly retains its 
integrity and it still sits just where it was placed in 1935.  
Garden Bench  
 The rustic log-look bench was also created and installed by inmate Bill Renick in 1935. 
Designed to resemble a log bench, it has rough “bark” edges and “knot holes” artistically placed 
along the legs and sides. It is located on the northwest side of the Warden’s Residence, where it 
sits in shade under a large cedar tree. The bench also retains its historic integrity as it was placed 
in that location as a balance to the well-folly on the southeastern side of the residence. It is in 
very good condition.  
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Rock walls and paths 
 Beginning along the driveway on the east side of the property, hand-hewn rock walls edge 
the length of the yard along the rear. The gardens were designed by Heath, Gove, & Bell, and 
originally were terraced with raised beds and rock formations on both the northeastern and 
southern elevations. Walking past the garage into the tree line, one can see remnants of the 
terraces and stone steps. George Gove in particular shared a love of gardening with Dora Archer, 
and the garden design developed from this mutual interest.8 
Barbecue  
 A triangular red brick BBQ, with intentionally rough edges and a smooth concrete top, sits to 
the east of the Warden’s Residence at the edge of the tree canopied meadow just before the well 
folly. The brick and mortar match those of the residence. The shape is well suited for service at 
large cook-outs, which was its main function, as staff socials were often held outdoors at the 
Warden’s Residence during pleasant weather. At some point electricity was connected to the 
BBQ, but other than that the structure is the same as when it was constructed in the 1930s. 
 
Tennis court 
 The tennis court was also designed for the grounds by Heath, Gove, & Bell and constructed 
by trusty labor. It is 27 feet wide by 39 feet in length and sits north of the main residence, on the 
west side of the Greenhouse and northeast of the fountain-pond The tennis court was very 
popular with the Wardens’ families, and many friends of the wives and children played tennis at 
the Warden’s Residence over the decades since its construction in the early 1930s. It is now 
covered by grass and only its outline remains as the last resident, Superintendent Eldon Vail, 
                         
8 “Tacoma Architect Has Roof Garden.” Tacoma Daily Ledger, June, 13, 1915, 28.  
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departed in 1992.  Although overgrown and lacking its fencing, the court is still distinguishable 
by its base and location which are original to the site and therefore it retains enough of its 
integrity to be considered a contributing structure.9 
Fountain-pond 
 The water fountain-pond at the Warden’s Residence is located on the northeast side of the 
garden just before the tennis court. It is made of brick and stone and is similar in construction to 
the rock walls surrounding the gardens. It has naturalized planters built into it so that plants may 
grow and cascade down the feature. It retains full historic integrity and still functions as designed 
with perennial plants and blubs blooming seasonally as intended. 
 
Arbors 
 There are two arbors on the grounds north of the Warden’s Residence. The larger is 27-feet-
by- 39-feet, the same size as the tennis court area, and surrounded by 8-foot-tall net-fencing, 
which serves the dual purposes of protecting what was the interior garden area and supporting 
the vines along its edges on the interior of the fencing. It is in good condition and has maintained 
its historic integrity. The smaller arbor is northwest of the larger on the periphery of the woods, 
near the fruit trees, and it is six-feet-wide by 20-feet long. There are still entwined grape vines 
growing on the arbor and its historic integrity is intact. 
 
Cabin ~ non-contributing structure 
 Directly east of the Warden’s Residence’s southeast façade is a small six-foot-by-eight-foot 
A-frame log cabin, which sits on the edge of the bluff which overlooks the prison. The bluff was 
                         
9 Vail, Eldon. “Warden’s Residence.” Ed. Ann Burkly, Oct. 2014. 
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cleared when the Warden’s Residence was built in 1932, so in 1968 Warden Meier had the trees 
that had grown to block the view cut down, and had the prison crew cut and set aside logs from 
this, so he could build a cabin as a hangout for his teenage children. In 1968 the A-frame had a 
clear view of Puget Sound, but the view has been blocked by forest growth. Although a non-
contributing structure, the A-frame was an integral part of island life for all the Warden families 
to come, and for their island friends too. Its integrity is intact and it sits just where it was built in 
1968. 
 
Shed ~ non-contributing structure 
 A small wooden garden shed, approximately 10’ by 12,’ sits near the edge of the forest on 
the southwestern side of the grounds. This structure although built later in the 1970s, still fits the 
design pattern of the Warden’s Residence, as it is hand constructed of wooden lap siding and has 
an asphalt roof. It is non-contributing, but sound, although its roof is covered in moss. 
 
Wrought Iron portico ~ non-contributing object 
 The Wrought Iron lattice portico has been used at the Warden’s since it was commissioned 
and created by convicts in 1973, who placed it onsite at the Warden’s Residence 41 years ago.  
A decorative portico designed to enhance the most utilized entrance of the Warden’s, at the 
Southeast corner closest to the garage caretaker’s facility, the portico was designed and built by 
inmates at the Penitentiary in the metal workshop. Although non-contributing, it is just as it was 
built, in excellent shape and ready to fulfill its niche as needed. As such, it’s very much 
indicative of the type of rehabilitative incarceration McNeil Penitentiary and the first owner of 
the residence, Warden Finch Archer, are both famous for. Allowing men to build themselves up 
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through personal responsibility and self-actualization, utilizing their innate talents, turns out a far 
finer man than caging someone does. The principles of rehabilitation, of finding and saving what 
is good and fine in a person, or place in this instance, is really what McNeil Island was all 
about.10 
________________________________________________________________ 
8. Statement of Significance 
 
 Applicable National Register Criteria  
 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  
 listing.) 
 
A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 
  
B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  
 
C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.  
 
D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history.  
 Criteria Considerations  
 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 
 
A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 
  
B. Removed from its original location   
 
C. A birthplace or grave  
 
D. A cemetery 
 
E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 
 
                         
10 Archer, Finch R. "A Prison Paradox." The Island Lantern, McNeil Island, 
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F. A commemorative property 
 
G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  
 
 
Areas of Significance  
(Enter categories from instructions.)  
Architecture & Law___  
___________________ 
 
Period of Significance 
_____1929 - 1935____ 
__________________ 
 Significant Dates  
 _1929, 1932, 1935____  
 ___________________  
 
Significant Person 




 Cultural Affiliation  





 Heath, Gove, & Bell_ (Architects).  
 Iverson, Conrad M. (Builder).__ 
 
 
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 
level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 
applicable criteria considerations.)  
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Summary Statement 
  Erected in 1932, the Warden’s Residence and its 1932 four-car garage and grounds are 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A, as a property 
that is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history. The Warden’s Residence also is eligible for listing on the National Register of 
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Historic Places under criterion C, as a property that embodies distinctive characteristics of the 
French Eclectic tradition, and an extinct method of construction, convict labor. The Warden’s 
Residence, which also represents the work of a noted Architectural firm and master architect, 
possesses high artistic values, and denotes a significant and distinguishable entity. The Warden’s 
Residence was planned prior to the inauguration of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in 1930. It took 
two years to complete and was built for the fifth Warden of McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary, 
Finch R. Archer.11 The house was showcased in a November 1, 1981, Tacoma News Tribune 
newspaper article that featured interior and exterior photographs of the house and a description 
of the site and interior woodwork. The article touted the beauty of the mansion and its island 
location.12 The Warden’s Residence was designed by consulting Architect George Gove, of the 
prominent architectural firm of Heath, Gove, & Bell, and conveys building trends, which 
incorporated styles and designs along with construction materials and methods, such as convict 
labor, that were popular during the 20th century in Tacoma and in the Federal Prison System in 
particular. The period of significance begins in 1929, when plans were first being drawn for the 
Warden’s Residence, and ends in 1935 when the last original designs for the site, as approved by 
Warden Archer, were implemented. 
 
HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
        McNeil Island lies in the south end of Carr inlet opposite Steilacoom in northwest Pierce 
County. It was named by Cmdr. Charles Wiles for Capt. William Henry McNeill, who was 
Captain of Hudson’s Bay Company’s steamship HMS Beaver. McNeil Island was first settled by 
                         
11 “Modern Prison Being Built On M’Neil Island.” Tacoma Sunday Ledger, 
January 4, 1930. 
12 Anderson, Willene. “Prison Island home takes warden’s heart.” The 
News Tribune, (Tacoma, November 1, 1981.)C-1. 
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Oregon Trail Pioneer Ezra Meeker in 1853. He eventually sold his claim in 1862 to J. W. 
McCarthy, who then sold to Rominus Nix, who finally sold it to Jay Emmons Smith, who on 
September 17, 1870, donated 27.7 acres to Washington Territory for construction of a territorial 
prison. The legislature gifted Smith $100 dollars for his donation. The history of McNeil is a bit 
convoluted; it began as a territorial jail in 1873, then after Washington attained statehood in 
1889, became the third prison “West of the Rockies” in the Three Prisons Act of 1891 that 
formed the Federal Prison System. McNeil was left to its own devices within the FPS until the 
formation of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was officially chartered in 1930 at the urging 
of the United States Assistant Attorney General Mabel Walker Willdebrandt.13 
  Platted 15 May 1930, the Warden’s Residence is located one-half-mile northeast of the 
McNeil Island Prison on a south facing bluff. The roughly rectangular plot is bounded by mature 
fir trees to the north and east, the Coastal Rd. to the south, and a ravine at the bottom of the 
southern bluff. Prior to 1930 the land was part of the original settler lot of A. Small, which was 
bought out as the prison purchased more and more land from the island residents, until finally in 
1936, all of the settlers moved off and McNeil Island was entirely Federal Bureau of Prisons 
property.14 
 The Warden’s Residence was designed just as the Federal Bureau of Prisons was officially 
designated in 1930. The Warden at the time, Finch R. Archer, was a political appointee who was 
backed for his successful 1922 appointment by Washington State Senator Wesley L. Jones in 
opposition to a desired selection by President Harding.15 Finch Archer was a colorful, connected, 
devotee of the political process and he brought his connections to bear in having a prominent 
                         
13 RG 129 “Mabel Walker Willdebrandt.” 3 January 1928. DOJ file 4-3-3-15,” NARA. 
14 Gove, George. “Warden’s Residence Plot Plan,” May 15, 1930. 
15 Tacoma Times, August 3, 1934. 
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local architectural firm chosen to design the Warden’s Residence, as well as having almost 
continual activity in planning and supervising prison construction projects for improving prison 
facilities. 16 
  Prison projects changed with the times as did penology. The wardens and dignitaries used the 
landscaped grounds of the Warden’s House as a respite on their rounds of ever seeking 
improvements in the procedures and results of incarceration. McNeil, the prison without walls, 
evolved without a plan, the only penitentiary to do so, responding in size or carceral techniques 
as needed, to ever-evolving methods of incarceration.17 Therefore, when the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons (BOP) was created in 1930, the Warden’s Residence was intentionally designed as a 
masterwork of architecture so that it might impress both visitors and subordinates alike with the 
elevated stature of the Warden, the importance of penal work, and of its visiting government 
dignitaries and administration guests. As a symbol of success, the Warden’s Residence, often 
referred to as the Mansion, conveys the grandeur and timelessness of another era. The Warden’s 
Residence epitomized the height of political and social entertaining on McNeil, which in turn 
was indicative of McNeil and its Wardens’ enviable stature, even beyond Federal Bureau of 
Prisons jurisdiction. The Island Lantern provides many remembrances of notable visitors to 
McNeil’s Warden’s Residence, such as Sanford E, Bates, Director of the BOP; James V. 
Bennett, Assistant BOP Director; Senator Wesley Jones; a group of twenty state senators, and 
                         
 16 Cass, E. R. Proceedings of the 57th Congress of the American Prison 
Association: Tacoma, Washington, August 12th to 18th, 1927. (Cheshire, CT: 
Printing Department Connecticut Reformatory), 1927. 
17 Archer, Finch R. The Prison Without Walls.(McNeil Island 
Penitentiary: Prison Press, 1927),10-11,14. 
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representatives; and Heber Votaw, brother-in-law of President Warren Harding and 
Superintendent of the Federal Prison System. 18 
 
The First Warden in Residence 
Finch R. Archer was the warden for whom the house was built, owing to his political 
savvy which achieved his successful nomination to the post in 1922. With his political 
connections he was able to secure the services of the prominent architectural firm, “Heath, Gove, 
& Bell.”  Archer was also the last Warden to be chosen by the political patronage system and 
designated by the state Attorney General. Archer was well known for his faith in the prisoners 
and belief in rehabilitation programs.19 The prison publication, the Island Lantern, got its start in 
1924 owing to his belief that productive men might be happier during their incarceration and 
would return to society perhaps better off or at least no worse than when they had arrived. He 
also started the prison farm in 1926 when 360 acres of private land further out on McNeil was 
acquired. The produce production greatly helped reduce costs while improving the quality of 
inmate meals. The farm also allowed the prisoners to utilize their agriculture skills, contributing 
to a greater sense of self-worth, better morale, and better time served.20  In 1932 a piece of New 
Deal legislation revised the parole statues giving prisoners good time credits toward an early 
Conditional Release. All the trusties who served at the Warden’s Residence or at the farm were 
given good time credit for their work. The McNeil Honor Farm was officially designated in 1933 
as part of Roosevelt’s New Deal and got into full swing with beef cattle, dairy cattle, poultry and 
                         
18 “Asst. Director A.H. MacCormick visits.” Island Lantern, McNeil 
Island Penitentiary Press, (McNeil Island, Washington, v.4, no.7, February 
10, 1933)1. 
19 Whitehouse, Stuard. “Uncle Sam’s Model Pen is Prison Without Walls.” 
Dixon Evening Telegraph, Dec. 30, 1931,6. 
20 Archer, Finch R. The Prison Without Walls, 10.  
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a piggery as well, making the island virtually self-sufficient, as well as turning out skilled 
responsible trusties, men who had acclimated to self-maintenance and were progressing toward 
freedom and a productive return to society.21 That the men were using their time for bettering 
themselves is evidenced by the November 11, 1932 Island Lantern, which noted that more than 
10,000 volumes were held in McNeil’s Library, far surpassing any other prison, leading to 
McNeil being called the “Harvard of Prisons.”  
Once the BOP was established, its first Director Sanford Bates, filled staff positions 
through promotion from within, based upon merit. This development allowed for better 
consistency among operational procedures nationwide.22 Also, personnel typically had previous 
exposure within the penitentiary where they eventually became Warden. A greater cohesiveness 
and understanding of system-wide operations gained from exposure to innovations via staff 
circulation among the penal system created an environment supportive of prisoner rehabilitation 
rather than of punitive imprisonment. The dynamic changes taking place within the penal 
system, as Sanford Bates reacted to Government policies, such as the FBI’s push to control 1930 
Gangsters, affected BOP incarceration rates. This resulted in more centralized control and 
standardized management plans to cope with increasing numbers of prisoners and of prisons. 
Tighter rein was taken of classification and transfer procedures, effectively decreasing the 
autonomy of the individual wardens. As Archer was quite colorful and a spontaneous 
implementer of policy, based upon facts at hand and emotion, rather than on scientific studies or 
tedious methodologies, the new atmosphere of micro-management drove the free-wheeling 
                         
21 “Convicts Honor Retired Warden,” The Scranton Republican, (Scranton, 
PA: August, 3, 1934). 
22 “Warden Archer Resigns from McNeil,” Tacoma Ledger, May 3, 1934.  
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Archer into retirement in 1934 at age 75, ushering in a new era of bureaucracy, under the second 
inhabitant of the Warden’s Residence.23 
 
Subsequent Wardens of Residence 
2. E.W. Swope               1934-1940 
3. Paul J. Squire             1940-1950 
4. Fred T. Wilkinson      1951-1954 
5. David M. Heritage      1954-1960 
6.  David M. Byington    1960-1961 
7.  Paul J. Madigan          1961-1964 
8.  Ray W. May               1964-1966 
9.  Ray W. Meier             1966-1970 
10. Jacob J. Parker           1970-1971 
11. Loren E. Daggett        1971-1973 
12. Hardy Rauch              1973-1976 
13. LR. Putnam                1976-1979   
 
 Two Washington State Department of Corrections Superintendents for McNeil Island, 
once it became a state Corrections Center instead of a Federal Penitentiary, also lived in the 
Warden’s Residence: 
1. William Callahan 1981-1991 
2. Eldon Vail            1992-1994 
   Both thoroughly enjoyed their time in the home and were very well regarded by both staff 
and prisoners.24  
   Interestingly, just like the Warden’s Residence, the wardens themselves responded to the 
demands of society in what the emphasis of their tenure would be. Warden Swope oversaw the 
acquisition of the entire island, construction of more staff housing, two new hospital wings, and 
construction of the 1936 utility building.25 Warden Squire created a cannery and boat yard 
                         
23 "Finch Archer Retires." Tacoma News Tribune, Aug. 5, 1934. 
24 Social media instant messages. ed. Ann Burkly, 2014. 
25 Keve, Paul. The McNeil Island Century: The Life and Times of an 
Island Prison,(Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1984), 178. 
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facilities to meet the increased wartime demand for ships and supplies.  The mantra then was 
production for meeting needs, which grew out of, and reinforced, the progressive philosophies 
that McNeil always espoused; owing to its relative isolation, need based growth, and the 
openness of being a prison without walls surrounded by natural beauty and majestic Mt. 
Rainier.26  
  Correspondingly, the cocktail hour discussions with prison administrative staff, visiting BOP 
officials and state politicians, such as Governor Roland Hartley and Senators Homer Bone and 
Monrad Wallgren, changed over the decades as each warden addressed the issues of his era amid 
the constant ebb and flow in Bureau Policy, and the prisoner population.27 
      Warden Wilkerson was known for his friendliness toward all and expansion of the prison 
industries put in place by his predecessors. His successor, Warden Heritage, oversaw 
improvements in rehabilitative programs and housing conditions. He is especially renowned for 
removing the old 10-man benches in the dining hall, and replacing them with 4-man tables, 
enabling better inmate rapport and self-determinate dining times.28  
  Additionally, a mural in the tradition of Day Break by Maxfield Parrish, was skillfully applied 
to the North dining hall wall, by inmate Clifford Vernon Vincent in 1957, further improving inmate 
morale during their dining experience. Also at this time new laundry and shower facilities were 
added, thereby improving the infrastructure and the quality of living for the inmates.29 Warden 
Paul Madigan was well received by prisoner and staff alike, both at Alcatraz and at McNeil, as he 
treated everyone, including inmates, with kindness and dignity. This is affirmed by Alvin Karpis, 
a member of Ma Barker’s Gang, who was captured as “Public Enemy #1” by J. Edgar Hoover, and 
                         
26 Keve, The McNeil Century, 200.   
27“Assistant Director A. H. MacCormick Visits.” Island Lantern, v. 4, 
n.7, (February, 10, 1933).  
28 Island Lantern, Oct 1956. 
      29 Keve, The McNeil Century, 206. 
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who served time under Madigan at both Alcatraz and at McNeil, where he would be paroled from 
in 1969. While at Alcatraz, Karpis found the appointment of Madigan as the new Warden, to be 
an “unexpected bonus.”30 At McNeil, Warden Madigan immediately helped the Prison Chaplin, 
Fr. Prange, in furthering the Self Improvement Group (SIG), started under the aegis of Warden 
Heritage in 1958, by fostering outside community financial support for construction of a multi-
faith Chapel whose Brutalist design was selected by a statewide competition in 1962. The chapel 
stands on the eastern prison bluff overlooking the waters of Puget Sound and magnificent Mt. 
Rainier. The SIG was a therapeutic discussion group amongst prisoners, staff and church 
volunteers, geared toward improving their morale, self-esteem and welfare. This program was so 
successful that eventually it phased itself out, as volunteer programs based upon it, from within 
the prison and outside community grew so exponentially, that the average number of annual 
visitors to McNeil was in some years as high as 15,00 by the 1970s.31 
  That the “Bad Men of McNeil” who live in infamy in the public domain rarely acted out on 
McNeil, but instead earned notoriety at other Penitentiaries, says something of the quality of men 
who passed through the Warden’s Residence as either inhabitant or valued guest.32 Accordingly, 
the process of further improvements continued in response to crises and concerns of each 
ensuing era: Civil Rights, Selective Service draft-dodgers, anti-war activists, radical 
brotherhoods and political prisoners… all of these impacted the successive Wardens and the 
house they lived in, and whose rooms were often frequented by influential guests, such as 
Senators Harry Cain and Henry Jackson. The summation of the overriding progressive 
                         
30Karpis, Alvin. On the Rock: Twenty-Five Years in Alcatraz, (New York: 
Beaufort Books, 1980),112.   
31 “S.I.G. A Unique and Practical Approach to Living.” Courier, McNeil 
Island Penitentiary Press, McNeil Island, Washington, (v. II, n.2, December 
1, 1970), 1-2. 
32 Keve, The McNeil Century, 274. 
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philosophy toward prisoners, of the Wardens who inhabited the grand residence on McNeil, was 
given by the man who lived there from 1950-1954, Fred Wilkinson: 
    “We believe that the men have been punished by the court,” the future leader in the National     
Federal Prison Industries Program stated, “They came here AS punishment; not FOR 
punishment.”(Original emphasis.)33 
 
SIGNIFICANCE (Criterion A) 
 The Warden’s Residence is significant in the area of Law, because the affairs of men acting in 
the interpretation and enforcement of society’s legal code inhabited its walls while using the law 
to impact the lives of the many prisoners under their power. Prisoner headcounts fluctuated 
somewhat owing to changes in the laws and the early release possible for good behavior in the 
era of indefinite sentencing and parole, but on average there would be anywhere from 950 to 
1,100 medium security prisoners. The high population count at McNeil in the 1930s was 1,350, 
including trusties at the Honor Farm. At the time the average inmate age was 36, and the typical 
sentence was 6 years. That industrious decade of expansion soon alleviated the overcrowding, 
and after the 1930s McNeil ran a head count of about 1,200 for the remainder of its existence.34 
 
SIGNIFICANCE (Criterion C) 
 The Warden’s Residence is architecturally significant for its ability to convey residential 
design, construction materials, methods and building practices that were popular during the early 
part of the 20th century. The house is a good example of the French Eclectic style and was 
designed by the noted architectural firm of “Heath, Gove, & Bell,” more specifically by firm 
                         
33 “Men Trade Time for Crime.” Tacoma Ledger, (September 16, 1951). 
34 “Bars On The Sound: The History of McNeil Island,” Soundings, 
(Personnel and Training Office, USP: McNeil Island) 1964, 63. 
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partner, George Gove, the “Chief architect” at McNeil, and as such it qualifies as the work of a 
Master Architect.35 
 
“Heath, Gove, & Bell” Architects 
 Frederick Heath founded a firm under his own name in Tacoma, Washington in 1901. Having 
successfully constructed the Pythian Temple there in 1906, he was joined shortly afterward in 
1908, by George Gove, whereupon the name of the firm became “Heath & Gove” architects. 
They were joined by Herbert Bell in 1914, when they were completing work on Paradise Inn at 
Mt. Rainier, but the name of the firm did not change to include Bell until 1919 when the name of 
the prominent Northwest firm of “Heath, Gove, & Bell” officially came into being. George Gove 
had toured Europe studying the finer points of European educational institutions. As a result, the 
firm was awarded the contracts for many fine schools in the Tacoma area, such as Stadium and 
Lincoln High Schools, the Central School and Jason Lee Junior High, as well as public 
institutions such as Fort Steilacoom, Western State Hospital, and the Puget Sound National Bank 
Building. A prolific draftsmen, Gove also designed the First Baptist, sixth Baptist and Central 
Lutheran Churches of Tacoma and the Masonic Home in Zenith, circa 1924. About this time, as 
he was working at the two sites near Ft. Steilacoom, Gove made the acquaintance of Finch 
Archer and thereby began his and the firm’s association with the United States Penitentiary at 
McNeil Island, becoming its consulting architect.36 Gove’s recognized expertise at institutional 
building earned him the contract for the Pioneer Home in Alaska.37 Continuing to work well into 
                         
35 “McNeil Prison Looks Ahead: Island Penitentiary Administration and 
Prisoners Build for the Future.” Tacoma Ledger, (May 26, 1931). 
36 American Architects Directory, ed., George Koyl, American Institute 
of Architects, (New York, NY: 1955). 
37 “Tacoma Firm To Plan New Pioneer Home,” Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, 
Fairbanks, Alaska,(October 13, 1933) 6. 
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his later years, he also designed Thomson Hall at the University of Washington in 1949 and the 
Communications Building there, in 1953. Additionally the Tacoma Mausoleum was designed by 
Gove, who was a fellow of the American Institute of Architects, who recognized him with a 
national citation for his work in education and assistance to young draftsmen. Gove also was an 
avid gardener who had a home, roof top garden and greenhouse atop the National Realty 
building.38 Gove also was instrumental in founding the Tacoma Society of Architects c. 1917, 
and he acted as its Librarian for many years, while also serving on the Washington Board of 
Examiners for Architecture. In his later years he cofounded the Boys Ranch Home in Winlock 
(Tacoma) and devoted much of his time and resources towards its success.39  
 
French Eclectic  
(1915 -1940) 
 An American mélange of French prototypes trended less toward Châteauesque and more 
toward the modest farm and manor houses of rural France. These small-scaled, more rustic 
French architectural traditions blended together to create French Eclectic style which drew upon 
various French country designs that were popular in the 1920s and 1930s. Because precedents of 
both formal symmetrical manor houses and informal asymmetrical farmhouses are encompassed 
within it, the shapes of this style are unusually varied. Nevertheless, a happy medium developed, 
and both formal and informal models are united by possessing a steep hipped roof. Examples of 
French Eclectic abodes are found in most suburbs of America constructed between 1920 and 
1940. Because of its eclectic variations, stellar examples of the style are rare, but the Warden’s 
                         
38 “Tacoma Architect Has Roof Garden.” Tacoma Sunday Ledger, (June 13, 
1915) 28.  
39“Death Claims Noted Architect,” Tacoma News Tribune, (September 1, 
1956). 
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Residence possess its key identifying components, chiefly, the steep hip roof, boxed eaves, shed 
dormers, brick and sandstone exterior, and the predominating tower. 40 The Warden’s Residence 
should be considered to possess high historic integrity in a good example of this eclectic style as 






                         
40 McAlester, Virginia and Lee. Great American Houses and their 
Architectural Styles,(New York: Abbeville Press, 1994) 266 -267. 
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):  
 
_X    preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 
____ previously listed in the National Register 
____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
____ designated a National Historic Landmark  
____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 
 
Primary location of additional data:  
_X__ State Historic Preservation Office 
_X_ Other State agency 
_X_ Federal agency 
____ Local government 
____ University 
____ Other 
         Name of repository: _____________________________________ 
 




10. Geographical Data 
 





Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 
 
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 
Datum if other than WGS84:__________ 
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
1. Latitude: 47.12’15.23  Longitude: -122.657439 
 
2. Latitude:   Longitude: 
 
3. Latitude:   Longitude: 
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UTM References  
Datum (indicated on USGS map):  
 
           NAD 1927     or        NAD 1983 
 
 
1. Zone: 10 Easting: 5 25 913   Northing: 52 27 917   
 
2. Zone: 10 Easting: 5 25 970                      Northing: 52 27 927 
 
3. Zone: 10 Easting: 5 26 004                      Northing: 52 27 750 
 







Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 
 
 The Warden’s Residence sits at the terminus of Warden Rd., West of N. 20th Ave., and 
North and East of Coastal Rd., as it encircles McNeil Island. The Southern front of the 
Warden’s Residence is sited on a bluff above a running stream which overlooks the Prison, 
and serves as a natural boundary, while the forest encloses the property to the north, east and 
west. Along the driveway heading southeast toward the prison, there is a metal watershed 
reservoir and just below this site to the east, there is a dirt road at the Residence’s 
southeastern periphery, which separates the Warden’s property from the Firing Range. The 






Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) The boundaries were 
selected for their innate demarcation; they clearly separate the Warden’s property from other 
locations and buildings on McNeil Island. Also, historic documentation in the Island 
X
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Lantern, describes the site being chosen because of the privacy and view afforded by the 
bluff location. 41 
 
Peters, Emmet, ed. 1929. Island Lantern VI (No. 3). 
 
 






11. Form Prepared By 
 
name/title: _Ann M. Burkly__________________________________ 
organization: McNeil Island Historical Society_____________________ 
street & number: _3707 S. Asotin St._____________________________________ 










Submit the following items with the completed form: 
 
 Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 
location. (Submitted via hard copy to WADAHP office 2013). 
    
  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 
resources.  Key all photographs to this map. 
 





Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels 
(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all photographs 
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to 
the photograph number on the photo log.  For simplicity, the name of the photographer, 
                         
41 Peters, F.E., ed. 1929. Island Lantern VI (No. 3)Oct. 1929. 
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Name of Property: Warden’s Residence 
 
City or Vicinity: McNeil Island 
 
County: Pierce    State: Washington 
 
Photographer: Eric Heinitz 
Date Photographed: July 16, 2014 
Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 
camera: 
1. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0001. WR north elevation, camera facing west. 
2. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0002. WR east elevation, facing northwest. 
3. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0003. WR south elevation, facing north. 
4. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0004. WR south façade, facing northeast. 
5. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0005. WR west elevation, facing east.  
6. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0006. WR west elevation, facing southeast. 
7. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0007. WR interior stairwell, facing north. 
8. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0008. WR interior stairwell, facing northeast. 
9. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0009. WR dining room buffet, facing north. 
10. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0010. WR buffet glass front, facing north. 
11. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0011. WR Living room bookcases, facing east.  
12. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0012. WR breakfast room bookcases, facing south. 
13. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0013. WR east sunroom, facing east. 
14. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0014. WR west sunroom, facing west. 
15. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0015. WR kitchen cabinet, intercom, facing east. 
16. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0016. WR kitchen cabinet, facing west. 
17. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0017. WR dining room, facing southwest. 
18. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0018. WR 2nd floor stairwell, facing southwest. 
19. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0019. WR 2nd floor laundry chute, facing west.  
20. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0020. WR 2nd floor bath tile, facing west. 
21. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0021. WR 2nd floor bedroom, facing south. 
22. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0022. Garage, camera facing north. 
23. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0023. Garage, camera facing west. 
24. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0024. Garage, camera facing east. 
25. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0025. Greenhouse, camera facing north. 
26. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0026. Greenhouse, camera facing east. 
27. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0027. Well-folly, camera facing east. 
28. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0028. BBQ, camera facing south. 
29. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0029. BBQ, camera facing southeast. 
30. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0030. Bench, camera facing south. 
31. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0031. Fountain-pond, camera facing north. 
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32. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0032. Fountain-pond, camera facing northwest. 
33. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0033. Arbors, camera facing northwest. 
34. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0034. Rock walls, camera facing north 
35. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0035. Rock walls, camera facing northeast. 
36. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0036. Rock walls, camera facing northwest. 
37. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0037. A-frame, camera facing south 
38. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0038. Tennis court base, facing east. 
39. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0039. Portico, greenhouse, camera facing east. 
40. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0040. Shed, camera facing west. 
 
Figures:  
1. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0041. Quad Map 
2. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0042. Sketch Map 
3. WA_ PierceCounty_WardensResidence_0043. Proposed Plot Plan 
 
Historic Images: 
1. South elevation blueprint, November 11, 1930. 
2. Aerial photo of gardens c. 1935. 
3. Dora McCord Archer, Northeast façade of her home, 1932. 
4. Garage, with greenhouse in background, 1932. 
5. Garage, doors facing, and rock wall materials, 1932. 
6. Inmate Lewis’ September, 1931 scale model. 
7. Inmates constructing the greenhouse 1932. 
8. Basement blueprint floor plan, revised May 28, 1930. 
9. 1st floor blueprint, May 15, 1930. 
10. 2nd floor blueprint, May 15, 1930. 
11. Attic blueprint, May 15, 1930. 
12. A-frame construction, 1968. Warden Meier and children. 
13. Portico constructed for Warden Rauch, facing south, 1973. 
14. Portico attached to home, facing southwest, 1973. 





Name:_ General Services Administration: contact; James Biederman 
Street & number   400 15th St. SW.               telephone     253.931.7806 
City or town _______Auburn______ state WA______ zip code 98001____ 
 
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings.  Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including time 
for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form.  Direct comments regarding this 
burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 
C. Street, NW, Washington, DC. 
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Figure 2. Sketch Map                        Aerial view of Warden’s Residence. 
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